Expertise of the signatures of Chinese modern painter
T’ang Haywen 曾海⽂ (1927-1991)

T’ang Haywen was a Chinese painter who belonged to the second generation of Chinese artists established in Paris after WWII.
Born in Fujian province in 1927, he moved to Paris in 1948 where he died in 1991.

I started to study his work in 1992-1993 and decided in 1994 to prepare the catalogue raisonné of his work.
Before entering the body of our topic today, we should first explain the difficulties posed by the study and authentication of his
works.
Indeed, unlike his two well-known contemporaries in Paris, Chu Teh-Chun and Zao Wou-Ki, T’ang did not seek recognition or
fortune or did not intend to restore the greatness of Chinese painting after years of upheaval in China. He simply wanted to
become a painter and to live his life as he wished. So he had to escape Chinese society and morals and break free from the
pressure of his family. He left for France, officially to study medicine.

T’ang, unlike Chu and Zao, had not studied art under a master, but had learned calligraphy with his grand father. So once in
Paris he followed some drawing lessons and taught himself how to paint with oil. His progress in the handling of this medium
was fast.
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As we can see:
-

A rather hesitant representation of a bridge in Paris (Pont Neuf) trying to emulate Albert Marquet, then a very nice
still life (nature morte à la rose) already giving a hint on the direction he was to take in his artistic development.

-

A small oil on newspaper displaying a definite Chinese feel but also echoing the humble and secret ambition of Paul
Klee.

-

A self-portrait showing a firm hand and a bold use of colour.
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-

An Homage to Cézanne where T’ang delivers his own version of the “moment in the eye of the painter”.

-

A group of women – extracted from a painting of Gauguin to which T’ang communicates an almost religious
dimension.

-

And finally another self-portrait in which T’ang has horizontally flipped the composition of a self-portrait of Van Gogh.

But these works were just for T’ang steps in research and he gradually abandoned the oil medium to paint almost exclusively
with ink and watercolors on standardized formats.
The most characteristic of these formats and for which he is nowadays recognized – being the diptych in 70x100 cm obtained
by the association of two sheets of 70x50 cm paper or card.
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T’ang Haywen made the choice of absolute freedom, as a man and as an artist; so he appears nowadays somewhat as an
hermit painter who has cultivated the values of his eccentric forefathers, such as Shitao or Bada Shanren (Chu Ta).
These characteristics of freedom, originality and carelessness are wonderful and classic qualities for a Chinese painter but they
also carry consequences:
-

The first consequence is that it is more difficult for someone to study his work: There was no easily available
documentation on T’ang. Furthermore when he died he was temporarily declared without an heir and he had not
written any will. So the French state ordered the dispersion of his works.

-

Three successive auctions took place in 92 and 93 in an absolute disorder and without any documentation
whatsoever: No catalogues, no images, no lists of works, no dimensions, nothing.

-

Then another consequence is that if the market improves some people will not hesitate to present his work in a
misleading way. For example: a diptych having lost its right or left side will be presented as a “mono”. I learned later
that this was the case for many works sold during the auctions in 92 and 93.
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-

This disorder also enticed some dealers – after the sales in 1992 & 93 – to create a so-called “studio stamp” which in
fact created more confusion. It was an honest intention to create a “provenance” but it was also misleading and not
organized in a legal frame. Nothing is known about the conditions of usage of this stamp.

Later, a number of small “diptychs” by T'ang and bearing the stamp on their back, appeared on the market.
The problem was that a number of these were in fact triptychs, which had lost their third part.
So I had to substitute a logical and scientific approach to disorder and confusion.
I searched and finally found the family of T'ang in China, then I was able to re-establish his succession line on one hand and on
another hand I obtained the copyright on his work. This gave me the possibility to start protecting legally and more efficiently
his artistic legacy.
I started to accumulate images and documentation amongst which:
Dated paintings, sometimes on the front near the signature, or on the front and on the back, or only on the back, and
sometimes with inscriptions by T’ang himself.
I compared and cross referenced these signatures and information to writings and signatures on postcards, or on new years
greetings cards, administrative documents, personal records and agendas, letters exchanged with friends and most
importantly in correspondence maintained between T’ang and his family from the early 1950’s to the end of the 1980’s.
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Then we produced a series of reference tables allowing us to understand the chronological and scriptural evolution of T'ang's
signature over almost forty years. For me, they became one of several tools for dating the works.
Sometimes this date is very precise, for example for the works appearing in T’ang Boogie, an experimental short film realized
by T’ang and Tom Tam in 1973.

Sometimes the date is approximate and quite often the works do not bear any signature or convincing inscription on their
back. For these we partly relied on the types of papers that T'ang used to paint.
T'ang used three main categories of paper supports:
- Japanese papers
- Various types of papers or cards made with wood pulp
- Then a few years before his death he started to paint on rag papers such as papers of the Arches brand
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The most significant part of his oeuvre was painted on wood pulp papers of the Kyro, Aanaköski and other brands. These
papers are not intended to be used by artists but they are cheap and each sheet has an absorbent side, which suited T'ang
perfectly.
We found out that these papers often carried a production date, which was then compared to another work with a sure date;
therefore it was then possible to date these works.
This cross referencing method firstly revealed that a number of a-typical signatures cannot be integrated in the evolution of
the signature and also that they are quite similar to each other even though they are sometimes applied to works probably
painted 15 or 20 years apart.

T’ang’s signature combines Roman letters and Chinese characters in a very personal way, so the study of the Roman and
calligraphic parts of his signature quickly allowed us to suspect the existence of forged signatures.
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In order to confirm or refute my findings I consulted an accomplished French handwriting expert, Mrs. Suzanne Schmitt, who
produced a “technical report on signatures comparison” showing clearly the existence of apocryphal signatures of T’ang
Haywen. Apocryphal means “obscure” or “of doubtful authenticity” and by extension it does also mean “applied after the
death”. It is then safe to say that an apocryphal signature is a forged signature.
Then In 2014, I made the acquaintance of Dr. Jaap Boon and understood that his many “artistic detective” skills and crafts
would definitely contribute to my research.
The use of the Hirox microscope allowed us to make consistent observations pin pointing many fundamental differences
between authentic and apocryphal signatures. Here are five:

1-

The continuity & consistency of movement
between Roman letters and Chinese
characters
In the authentic signatures there is a free and
continuous flow from the roman letters to the
Chinese characters. The apocryphal signatures
show an interruption in the flow and a clear
separation between both parts.

2- The position of “ ’ang” in relation with the
base of the T
“ ’ang” is offset from the base of the T, which
is consistent with the calligraphy. In the
apocryphal signatures T'ang is written directly
on an invisible horizontal line based on the T,
just as we learn to do this in the Western
school system.
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3- The pause to be observed on the top part of
“hay”
The character "Hay" traced in cursive script
calls for a stop on its top part before the
tracing of the second part of the character.
The apocryphal signatures ignore that stop
and simply show a curving of the line.

4- The correct writing of “wen”
The character “wen” must bear a dot on its
top in order to mean - literature - as in T'ang
Haywen. Without this dot it means “again” or
“repeat”.

5- The general silhouette and movement of the signature
In the authentic signature the general silhouette shows balance and complementarity between its elements. For
example the attack of the underline, below T'ang, initiates a movement from left to right. Apocryphal signatures are
an assembly of non-integrated elements, which do not belong to the signature as a whole. The authentic signatures
function as a whole made of complementary and inseparable forces.
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The Hirox microscope also allowed us to resolve what appeared to be an inconsistency.
Indeed in a small painting of T’ang a line apparently of the artist's hand appears to be passing over an apocryphal signature.

These observations using the Hirox allowed us to understand that in fact the red line was going over the black ink but that the
interactions between the paper, the ink and the red watercolor created this illusion.

T'ang was Chinese and calligraphy was the essential technical mean of development of his work. The points mentioned above
show this particular forger’s ignorance of the Chinese language and writing conventions. He never can fully control the brush
or overcome the main obstacle of his own personality. Recently new types of fake signatures appeared, some probably
executed by a Chinese person and on an artificially aged paper. But these attempts were in fact quite clumsy.
The study of the signature and the discussion about its authenticity leads naturally to questions about the authenticity of the
works themselves. We have defined other avenues of research, they are also based on observation or scientific research and a
mix of both.
The possibility to date the works and their documentation makes possible the study of styles and their evolution.
When the forger thinks that he has applied a “good” signature on an authentic painting he may consider producing entirely
“good” paintings. At this stage the very attitude of the artist - who created a maze for his work - becomes an asset in detecting
forgeries for a person who has long studied, documented his work and understood its logic. For the forger this logic is
inaccessible.
To conclude we should mention that a work on paper, even an authentic one by the hand of the artist, but bearing a fake
signature, is legally a forgery.
Furthermore it is very difficult to erase a fake signature, applied years ago with watercolor on paper. This is particularly true in
the case of T'ang whose signature, when existing, is often a part of the composition. In such case erasing a fake signature is
equivalent to a second mutilation.
In November last year, in New York, I had a conversation on the topic of the catalogue raisonné with Suzi Villiger of the CRSA
and at some point in our conversation she told me “you know Philippe, being the editor of a catalogue raisonné is a thankless
job but somebody has to do it.”
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Since 1994 and after deciding to prepare this catalogue raisonné, I had the opportunity on more than one occasion to verify
this observation. Nevertheless I believe that the only obligation of the author or editor of a catalogue raisonné is in relation
with the oeuvre of the artist. This may seem a bit cold or impersonal since the artist is often dead when this happens but I
personally came to develop a passion for exactitude that I can only put aside when I discover a painting, unknown until the
moment I am allowed to contemplate it, firstly as an object of beauty and secondly as a fraction of the creative journey of a
wonderful artist.
Philippe Koutouzis
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